


But in the best way. A native to the suburbs just north of
San Francisco, I grew up craving the rush of city nights, but
felt they were just out of reach. Drawn to the eccentric
energy, colors, people, and spaces, I've formed an intrinsic
love for city life. Obsessed with writing from an early age, I
wasn't sold on the idea of becoming a "writer." It was
lacking the alluring art of aesthetics and creativity which I
hoped to master, yet had no concept of creating. Amazed
by the fashion industry's constant ability to produce
visually enticing & fresh designs, I'm inspired to embody
that newness within my graphic explorations. In digital
formats, we explore dimensions of the self that don't exist
within the physical world. Join me in my first real
endeavor to explore and discover my own visual identity,
inspired by all that is avant-garde.

xx, Alexandra Lee
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Alluring
fresh

This style guide plays with imperfect alignment and whimsical
surprises, adding an element of pop-art to sharper features. The
playful merging of letters and use of  quotation marks dresses
down the fierceness of thin lines and darker tones Lines extend off
the page and asymmetry is the only constant, a reminder that our
identities continue to change as we morph and grow with the
beautiful unpredictability of life. The unexpected will always
surprise us - unless we get ahead of it first.

Sophisticated yet playful, alluring yet sleek. The ethos of my brand
relies on the combination of unexpected elements: sharp,
geometric lines meet soft bubbles, delicate pinks exist with moody
gem tones. High contrast is central to the elements of city life,
nonexistent without a mix of uptown chic and downtown edgy. 

Refined Playful
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CONCEPT:

bubbly

nightlife

An ode to city life, the brand
colors embody refined, luxurious
taste while maintaining the
exuberance of graffiti art and
street vendors. Polished gem
tones complement vivid reds,
playing into darks and lights. 

 
Primary colors Bubbly and
Nightlife create a solid basis, used
in elegant contrast throughout
the style guide. Gem tones
Mykonos and Blue Sapphire
represent alluring sophistication,
while Lipstick and Syrah are
reminiscent of wine glass cheers's
and getting ready for a night on
the town. 
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Regular



EB Garamond

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o
p q r s t u v w x y z

Montserrat Classic

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o
p q r s t u v w x y z

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

SPOTLIGHT ON:

Italics

SUBTITLES:

BODY:

As the name suggests, Dolce Vita is for the joy
enthusiast. Daring, chic, and elegant, and this
asymmetrical Sans Serif demands attention from
every angle. It's unapologetically different,
polished with a touch of whimsy. Contrast
between letter roundness and sharp, staccato
cross-strokes produces an intriguing dynamic.
She's a true standout.

Spells "classy" in a million different languages. EB
Garamond is as alluring as she is sophisticated,
with romantic and soft touches, as if scribbled on
a love letter. Used in Italics, diagonal stress gives
this font a whole new life of elegance. With
medium contrast in its shoulders and strokes, the
font remains understated in comparison to the
header.

A Sans-Serif matching the ethos of Dolce Vita,
Montserrat Classic is a softer, more sincere typeface.
Getting down to business, this font is perfect for long
sections of body text, with a timeless energy that still
speaks sophistication. Low-contrast keeps the font
easy-to-read, while roundness keeps it somewhat
playful.





Sleek and geometric, this logo
epitomizes the ethos of my brand with
its sharp lines and playful contrast.
"Dolce Vita" makes another appearance,
with a flipped letter "A" that crosses
playfully with the stroke of the "L."
When crossed, the two shapes create an
"X," symbolic of one of my several
nicknames. In different colorways, the
"A" and "L" create an interesting link
illusion. The circular outline keeps the
logo light and adds a necessary
softness,  giving more room for color
experimentation. Strokes should always
extend outside of the circle, adding a
whimsical, avant garde touch.

Alluring, Edgy, Clean



Don't use low-contrast
colors within the logo,

making it almost illegible

Don't remove circle
enclosure from logo,

making it less
recognizable

Don't use fonts other
than "Dolce Vita"
within the lockup
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